Motivated by recent experiments on spin chain materials K2CuSO4Cl2 and K2CuSO4Br2, we theoretically investigate the problem of weakly coupled spin chains (chain exchange J, interchain J ) subject to a staggered between chains, but uniform within a given chain, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction of magnitude D. In the experimentally relevant limit J D J of strong DM interaction the spins on the neighboring chains are forced to rotate in opposite directions, effectively resulting in a cancelation of the interchain interaction between components of spins in the plane normal to the vector D. This has the effect of promoting two-dimensional collinear spin density wave (SDW) state, which preserves U(1) symmetry of rotations about the D-axis. We also investigate response of this interesting system to an external magnetic field h and obtain the h − D phase diagrams for the two important configurations, h D and h ⊥ D.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many interesting quantum magnets are characterized by significant spatial anisotropy of the exchange interaction pattern and often can be understood as being built from one-dimensional spin chains. Several recent examples of these include triangular antiferromagnets Cs 2 CuCl 4 1 and Cs 2 CuBr 4 2-4 , actively investigated for their fractionalized spinon continuum and pronounced 1/3 magnetization plateau, correspondingly, and high-field candidate spin nematic materials such as LiCuVO 4 5,6 and PbCuSO 4 (OH) 2 7,8 .
Quasi-one-dimensional nature of this class of materials is responsible for the hierarchy of temperature/energy scales when at high temperature, relative to the weak inter-chain exchange J , the material exhibits mainly one-dimensional physics with little correlations between spins from different chains. Upon further cooling the inter-chain interactions become important and determine the ultimate ground state type of order that is realized below the ordering temperature T c ∼ J 9 . If the interchain interaction is geometrically frustrated, as for example happens in triangular 10 and kagome 11 lattices, the ordering temperature may be further suppressed below the intuitive mean-field T c ∼ J estimate.
In the present work we describe novel mechanism of frustrating inter-chain spin exchange. We show that spin chains with strong uniform Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) anisotropic exchange interaction, orientation of the DM vector of which is however staggered between the chains, are too characterized by strongly reduced ordering temperature.
Our work is strongly motivated by two new interesting materials -K 2 CuSO 4 Cl 2 and K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 12-14 -which are described by Hamiltonian (1) representing weakly coupled spin chains (chain exchange J, inter-chain exchange J , and J J) perturbed by the uniform within the chain, but staggered between chains, DzyaloshinskiiMoriya (DM) anisotropic exchange interaction of magnitude D, as shown in Fig. 1 . (Similar DM geometry is also realized in a spin-ladder material (C 7 H 10 N) 2 CuBr 4 .
15 ) Despite close structural similarity, the two materials are characterized by different h − T phase diagrams in the situation when magnetic field h is applied along the DM axis D of the material. Our objective here is to provide theoretical explanation of those phase diagrams, and find reasons for their differences. We also extend analysis to another special field configuration, when magnetic field is perpendicular to the DM vector.
Individual spin chains with uniform 12, 13, 16, 17 and staggered 18 DM interactions respond differently to the magnetic field. In the latter case it leads to the opening of significant spin gap 19 while in the former the (much smaller) gap opens up only in the h ⊥ D geometry 16, 17 . We show below that this difference persists in the presence of the weak inter-chain interaction and is responsible for a very different set of the ordered states for the uniform DM problem in comparison with the staggered DM one 20 . The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce the pertinent spin chain model. Focusing on the low-energy physics, we attack the problem with the help of bosonization in Sec. II C. We examine the phase diagram of the model for the two special magnetic field orientations, h D, Sec. IV and Sec. V, and h ⊥ D, Sec. VI.
Throughout the paper we find competition between transverse cone-like orders and longitudinal spin density wave (SDW) ones. Here by the cone order we mean the order that develops in the plane perpendicular to the external magnetic field. Combined with finite magnetization, this order can be visualized as the one where spins lie on the surface of the cone whose axis is oriented along the magnetic field. The longitudinal SDW order is quite different -spins order in the direction of the magnetic field. Magnitude of the local magnetic moment is position dependent, which makes the resultant modulated pattern quite similar to a charge density wave order often found in itinerant electron systems.
In Sec. IV, by means of the renormalization group (RG) analysis, we find a single commensurate cone state (magnetic order develops in the plane transverse to h) for weak DM interaction (D J ). In the opposite, and novel, case of strong DM interaction (D J but still D J) the inter-chain coupling is strongly frustrated and the cone state is destroyed. Instead, a collinear longitudinal spin density wave emerges as the ground state of the system of weakly coupled spin chains.
We next show how quantum fluctuations generate a transverse spin exchange between next-nearest (NN) chains, which competes with the SDW order. The resultant cone-like order, denoted as coneNN, is found to develop above a critical magnetic field h c ∼ J . The coneNN order is a juxtaposition of the two separate cone orders, formed by spins of even and odd chains correspondingly. Owing to the opposite direction of DM axis on even/odd chains, spins making up even/odd cones appear to rotate in opposite directions. These RG-based findings are supported by the chain mean-field (CMF) calculations in Sec. V, where we compute and compare ordering temperature of various two-dimensional instabilities.
Turning to the h ⊥ D arrangement in Sec. VI, we carry out chiral rotation of spin currents which reduces the problem to that in the effective magnetic field the magnitude of which is given by the √ h 2 + D 2 . Subsequent RG analysis leads to detailed h − D phase diagram which harbors three different orders: two commensurate SDWs along and perpendicular to DM vector, respectively, and a distorted-cone state (elliptic spiral structure). We find that in the experimentally relevant limit D J, the phase transition between two different SDWs happens at h c ∼ 0.23πJ, which is independent of D and is of a spin-flop kind. The distorted-cone phase requires unrealistically large DM interaction D ∼ J and is separated from the SDW by a boundary at h/D 1.5, which matches well with the classical prediction 17 . We conclude the manuscript with a brief summary and a discussion of the relevance of our results to ongoing experimental studies of K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 and related materials. Numerous technical details of our analysis are presented in Appendices.
II. HAMILTONIAN
We consider weakly coupled antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin-1/2 chains subject to a uniform DzyaloshinskiiMoriya (DM) interaction and an external magnetic field. The system is described by the following Hamiltonian, 
where S x,y is the spin-1/2 operator at position x of y-th chain. J and J denote isotropic intra-and inter-chain antiferromagnetic exchange couplings as shown in and we account for interactions between nearest neighbors only. The inter-chain exchange is weak, of the order of J ∼ 10 −2 J. DM interaction 21, 22 is parameterized by the DM vector D = Dẑ, direction of which is staggered between adjacent chains -note the factor (−1) y in (1) . Importantly, within a given y-th chain vector D is uniform. h is an external magnetic field. 
whereJ = √ J 2 + D 2 describes the transverse component of exchange interaction for the obtained XXZ chain.
Observe that the transverse component of the inter-chain interaction, J e 2iαyx , is oscillating function of the chain coordinate x.
It is intuitively clear that for sufficiently fast oscillation (that is, for sufficiently large |α y |) this term must "average out" and disappear from the Hamiltonian. Our detailed calculations, reported below, fully confirm this intuition.
B. Determination of the DM vector by ESR experiments
The DM vector D can be characterized by the electronic spin resonance (ESR) measurements 12, 13, 27 . In a magnetic field h D, two resonance lines (ESR doublet) are observed at resonance frequencies ν ± ,
This ESR doublet is only observable for magnetic field having a component along D, thus this property can be used to determined the direction of D. In another limiting case h ⊥ D, the resonance occurs at the "gapped" frequency
This gap provides an alternative way to obtain the amplitude D. 30 estimates it to be D Cl ≈ 0.11 K. With regards to other parameters of the microscopic Hamiltonian, the intra-chain exchange J has been estimated 12 as J Cl = 3.1 K and J Br = 20.5 K. Inter-chain interaction J is most difficult to estimate. Appendix E describes fit of our CMF calculations of the ordering temperatures to experimental values which allows us to estimate inter-chain exchanges as J Cl = 0.08 K and J Br = 0.09 K. Thus the ratio D/J is about 1.3 for K 2 CuSO 4 Cl 2 and 3.1 for K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 respectively. This, according to our investigation, places these two materials into two distinct limits of weak and strong DM interaction, respectively.
C. Bosonization: low-energy field theory
In the low-energy continuum limit the spin operator is represented by 16 ,
where a is the lattice spacing, and continuous space coordinate is introduced via x = na, with n an integer. J yL (x) and J yR (x), are the uniform left and right spin currents, and N y (x) is the staggered magnetization. These fields can be conveniently expressed in terms of abelian bosonic fields (φ y (x), θ y (x)),
and
Here, A ≡ γ/(πa), and γ = cos( √ 2πϕ ρ ) ∼ O(1) is determined by gapped charged modes of the chain.
The above parameterization, applied to the Hamiltonian (1), produces the following continuum Hamiltonian 11,16,17
where 
The inter-chain interaction is described by H inter , in which we kept the most relevant, in renormalization group sense, contribution,
. Now we examine phase diagram of the system described by Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) under two different field configurations, with external magnetic field h placed parallel, Sec. IV, and perpendicular, Sec. VI, to the DM vector D.
III. KEY IDEAS OF RG AND CMF
Our work describes an extended study of a novel mechanism of frustrating inter-chain exchange interaction in D and spins are ordered in the transverse to h plane. Red circles with arrows indicates the precession direction of spins, as one moves along each chain. Note that the arrows' direction alternates between consecutive chains, owing to the staggering of DM vector. Blue and green curves visualize relative orientation of spin on neighboring chains which oscillates from parallel to anti-parallel as one moves along the chain leading to the cancellation of exchange interaction between nearest chains. a system of weakly coupled spin-1/2 chains. This section summarizes key ideas of the two main theoretical techniques -renormalization group (RG) and chain meanfield theory (CMF) -that are used in the paper.
We assume that all interchain couplings are weak. RG proceeds by integrating short-distance modes (small distance x or large momentum k x ) and by progressively reducing the large momentum cutoff from its bare value Λ ∼ 1/a, which is of the order of the inverse lattice spacing a (which we take to be O(1)), to Λ = Λe − , where ∈ (0, ∞) is the logarithmic RG scale. Correspondingly, the minimal real space scale increases as ae . Various interaction couplings γ i , which enter the Hamiltonian as (10) , where O i y represent the y-th chain operator J a y in (7) or N a y in (8) , get renormalized (flow) during this procedure. This renormalization is described by the perturbative RG flow equation of the dimensionless coupling
Here ∆ i is the scaling dimension of the operator O i y , which in the case of relevant operator (8), can be represented as ∆ i = 1/2+O(y), where y stands for the dimensionless marginal coupling. For the marginal operator, say O k y , the scaling dimension is close to 1, ∆ k = 1+O(y), and as a result the flow of the marginal operator obeys dy/d ∼ y 2 . (See (22) below for the specific example of both of these features.) Dimensionless coupling constants of the relevant operators increase with . RG flow need to be stopped at the RG scale * at which the first coupling, sayγ j , reaches the value C ∼ O(1) of order 1. According to (12) * can be estimated as * = ln[C/γ j ( = 0)]/(2 − 2∆ j ). The length scale ξ = ae * defines the correlation length above which the system needs to be treated as two (or three) dimensional. The type of the developed two-dimensional order is determined by the most relevant operator O j y the coupling constant of which has reached C ∼ O(1) first. Its expectation value can be estimated as O j ∼ ξ −∆j and therefore, usingγ j ( = 0) = γ j /(vΛ 2 =0 ) and Λ =0 ∼ O(1), we obtain
This discussion makes it clear that perturbative RG procedure is inherently uncertain since both the equation (12) and the "strong-coupling value" estimate C are based on the perturbation expansion in terms of the coupling constants γ i . Moreover, in the case of the competition between the two orders, associated with operators O j and O i correspondingly, the transition from the one order to another can only be estimated from the condition * j = * i . This approximate treatment becomes more complicated when some of the interactions acquire coordinate-dependent oscillating factor, symbolically
Such a dependence is caused by external magnetic field and/or DM interactions, see for example equations (16) 33 . Oscillation becomes noticeable on the spatial scale x ∼ 1/f which has to be compared with the running RG scale ae . As a result, RG flow can be separated into two stages. During the first stage 0 ≤ ≤ osc = ln(1/f ) oscillating factor e if x can be approximated by 1, i.e. it does not influence the RG flow. At this stage all RG equations can be well approximated by their zero-f form. During the second stage osc ≤ ≤ * and the product f x is not small anymore. The factor e if x produces sign-changing integrand. Provided that the coupling constant of that term remain small (which is the essence of the condition ≤ * ), the integration over x removes such an oscillating interaction term from the Hamiltonian altogether. This is the strategy we assume in this paper. It is clearly far from being exact but it is an exceedingly good approximation in the two important limits: the small-f limit when osc * and the external field/DM interaction is not important at all, and in the large-f limit when osc * and the oscillations are so fast that corresponding interactions average to zero. In-between these two clear limits the proposed two-stage scheme 19 provides for a physically sensible interpolation.
Perturbative RG procedure outlined above is great for understanding relative relevance of competing interchain interactions and for approximate understanding of the role of the field and DM induced oscillations. Its inherent ambiguity makes one to look for a more quantitative description which matches RG at the scaling level but also allows to account for the numerical factors associated with various interaction terms at the better than logarithmic accuracy level. Such description is provided by the chain mean-field (CMF) theory proposed in Ref. 9 and numerically tested for the system of weakly coupled chains in Refs. 34 and 35. In CMF, interchain interactions are approximated by a self-consistent Weiss fields introduction of which reduces the coupled-chains problem to an effective single-chain one of the sine-Gordon kind, which is understood extremely well 9, 36 . As described in Section V and Appendix C below, this approximation allows one to calculate critical temperature T i of the order associated with operator O i . The order with the highest T i is assumed to be dominant. As mentioned above, at the scaling level CMF theory matches the RG procedure and the highest T i corresponds to the order with the shortest * i . The benefit of CMF approach consists in the ability to account for the field-dependent scaling dimensions of various chain operators in a more systematic and uniform way as we detail below.
IV. PARALLEL CONFIGURATION, h D
When the external magnetic field is parallel to DM vector D alongẑ, h z = h and h x = 0. In this configuration it is convenient to use Abelian bosonization (7), by expressing spin currents in V of Eq. (10) in terms of fields (φ y , θ y ),
where H Z and H DM are the Zeeman and DM interactions, respectively. Evidently, these linear terms can be absorbed into H 0 by shifting fields φ y and θ y appropriately,
Note that t y θ depends on the parity of the chain index y, and it is just the continuum version of the angle α y in Sec. II A.
As a result of the shifts, the spin currents and the staggered magnetization are modified as
It is important to observe here that tilded operators in (16) are obtained from the original ones (7) and (8) by replacing original φ y and θ y with their tilded versionsφ y andθ y . Note also that the shift introduces oscillating position-dependent factors to transverse components of J y and N y . The Hamiltonian now reads
whereH 0 retains its quadratic form (14) in terms of tilded fields. It is perturbed by backscatteringH bs and inter-chainH inter interactions, which now read
andH inter = H cone + H sdw , where
) H cone and H sdw are the transverse and longitudinal (with respect to the z-axis) components of inter-chain interaction respectively. Their effect consists in promoting twodimensional ordered cone and SDW state, correspondingly. Small terms resulting from the additive shifts in J z R/L in (16) have been neglected. Table I describes which inter-chain interactions produce which state.
In writing the above we introduced several running (22)). Five sectors of the flow are divided according to the initial conditions. For example, in sector 3:
coupling constants
initial values of which follow from
Observe that DM interaction produces an effective anisotropy λ = c (D/J) 2 > 0 which leads to |y z (0)| > |y x,y (0)|.
Next we need to identify the most-relevant coupling in perturbation H =H bs +H inter , which is accomplished by the renormalization group (RG) analysis.
A. Renormalization group (RG) analysis
According to standard RG arguments, the low energy properties of the system are determined by the couplings which renormalize to dimensionless values of order one first. We derived RG equations for various coupling constants with the help of operator product expansion (OPE) technique 37 (see Appendix A for details),
The first two equations in Eq. (22) are the well-known Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) equations for the marginal backscattering couplings y B,z in (18) . They admit analytic solution which is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Initial conditions (20) , (21) correspond to y B < 0, y z < 0 and C = y z ( ) 2 − y B ( ) 2 > 0, which places the KT flow in sector 4 in Fig. 3 . Physically, this corresponds to DMinduced easy-plane anisotropy (λ > 0) which, if acting alone, would drive the chain into a critical LL state.
This marginally-irrelevant flow of y B,z is, however, interrupted by the exponentially fast growth of the interchain interactions g θ,φ which, according to (22) , reach strong coupling limit at inter ≈ ln(2πv/J ). This growth describes development of the two-dimensional magnetic order in the system of weakly coupled chains. As a result, we are allowed to treat chain backscattering y B,z , which barely changes on the scale of inter , as a weak correction to the relevant inter-chain interaction. This is the physical content of the second line of RG equations in (22) .
DM interaction and magnetic field strongly perturb RG flow (22) via coordinate-dependent factors e i2t y θ x and e i2t φ x , rapid oscillations of which become significant once running RG scale becomes greater than θ ( φ ), where
(23) These oscillations have the effect of nullifying, or averaging out, corresponding interaction terms in the Hamiltonian, provided that the corresponding coupling constants remain small at RG scales θ,φ . The affected terms are H cone andg φ term in H sdw , respectively. Also affected is backscattering y B term in (18) . The short-distance cutoff a 0 that appears in (23) is determined by the initial value of the backscattering g bs (0) = 0.23 × (2πv), see Ref. 17 for detailed explanation of this point.
In accordance with general discussion in Sec. III, we define * as an RG scale at which the most relevant coupling constant g reaches value of 1, namely |g( * )| = 1. For interchain couplings, we find that * is close to inter ≈ ln(2πv/J ) introduced below Eq. (22), and this is noted in the caption of Magnetic field induced oscillations in H sdw are wellknown and describe magnetization-induced shift of longitudinal spin modes from the zero wave vector. In addition, magnetic field works to increase scaling dimension of N z field, from 1/2 at zero magnetization M = 0 to 1 at full polarization M = 1/2, see Table II , making the N z field less relevant. Typically, this makes H sdw term less important than H cone one, which is build out of transverse spin operators which become more relevant with the field (the corresponding scaling dimension of which becomes smaller with the field, it changes from 1/2 at M = 0 to 1/4 at M = 1/2).
In our problem, however, the prevalence of the cone state is much less certain due to the presence of the built-in DM-induced oscillations in H cone (19) , originating from the staggered geometry of DM interaction. As a result, one needs to distinguish the cases of weak and strong DM interaction, which in the current case should be compared with the inter-chain exchange interaction J .
B. Weak DM interaction, D J
First, we consider the case of weak DM interaction, D J . This means θ > inter , the integrand of H cone oscillates slowly so that the factor e i2t y θ x does not affect the RG flow. As discussed in Appendix A, backscattering terms break the symmetry between g θ and g z , g θ ( ) > g z ( ). As a result, inter-chain interaction H cone reaches strong coupling before H sdw and the ground state realizes the cone phase. Typical RG flow of coupling constants for this case is shown in Fig. 4 .
Minimization of the argument of cosine in H cone requires that √ 2π(θ y −θ y+1 ) + 2t y θ x = π. This is solved by requiringθ y (x) =θ − (−1) y t θ x/ √ 2π − π/2 y, whereθ is position-independent constant which describes orientation of the staggered magnetization N
in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field.
Observe that the obtained solution describes a commensurate cone configuration. The original shift (15) is compensated by the opposite shift needed to minimize theθ configuration. As a result the obtained cone state is commensurate along the chain direction: N + y is uniform along the chain direction which means the spin configuration is actually staggered, S
y , see (6) . Note also that N + y is staggered between chains (so as to minimize the antiferromagnetic inter-chain exchange J > 0), so that in fact S + y (x) realizes the standard Néel configuration. Thus ground state spin configuration of the cone phase is described by
Here Ψ cone denotes the magnitude of the order parameter at the scale * . According to (13) and using equations (8) and (20) , it can be estimated as
The square-root dependence of the order parameter on the inter-chain exchange J is a well-known feature of weakly coupled chain problems 9 . CMF theory, which we introduce in the next section, can too be used to calculate the cone order parameter. This is described in Appendix F and its dependence on magnetization M , at a fixed J /v ratio, is illustrated in Fig. 27 . Note that its dependence on M occurs via M -dependence of scaling dimensions and other parameters in the Hamiltonian which are not easy to capture with the help of the RG procedure.
C. Strong DM interaction, D > J
SDW order
Now we turn to a less trivial case of strong DM interaction, when D J . Here θ < inter , which simply eliminates H cone from the competition, and from the Hamiltonian. The physical reasoning is that strong DM interaction introduces strong frustration to the transverse inter-chain interaction, which oscillates rapidly and averages to zero. As a result, the only inter-chain interaction that survives in this situation is H sdw , Eq.(19), which establishes two-dimensional longitudinal SDW order.
Two types of SDW ordering are possible. The first -commensurate SDW order -realizes in low magnetic field h ≤ h c−ic ∼ O(J ) when spatial oscillations due to t φ x term in N z y operator (16) are not important. This is the regime of φ inter , when both g φ andg φ terms in the SDW inter-chain interaction H sdw in (19) contribute equally. In a close similarity to the commensurate cone state discussed above, theφ configuration here is minimized byφ y (x) =φ − t φ x/ √ 2π − π/2 y. Here the global constantφ is determined by the requirement that sin[ der which is pinned to the lattice,
corresponds to a discrete translation of the SDW order by one lattice spacing. In terms of spins this too is a Néel-like order, but it is collinear one along the magnetic field axis,
Increasing the field beyond h c−ic un-pins the SDW ordering from the lattice and transforms spin configuration into collinear incommensurate SDW. Technical details of this are described in the Appendix C and here we focus on the physics of this commensurate-incommensurate (C-IC) transition. Increasing h makes φ smaller and at φ ≈ inter oscillating e i2t φ x factor in theg φ term in (19) becomes very strong and 'washes out' that piece of the H sdw Hamiltonian. The remaining, g φ , part of H sdw continues to be the only relevant inter-chain interaction and flows to the strong coupling. Therefore now √ 2π(φ y −φ y+1 ) = π which is solved byφ y =φ− π/2 y. As a result the shift (15) remains intact and one finds incommensurate SDW ordering with
The magnitude of the SDW order parameter Ψ sdw−ic in this equation is calculated in Appendix F and its dependence on magnetization M , at a fixed J /v ratio, is illustrated in Fig. 28 . Note that unlike the cone order, the SDW one weakens with increasing M .
The global phaseφ ∈ (0, √ 2π) is not pinned to any particular value -it describes emergent translational U (1) symmetry of the 'high-field' limit of the SDW Hamiltonian [Eq.(19) withoutg φ term], which does not depend on the value ofφ. Spontaneous selection of some particular φ corresponds to a spontaneous breaking of the translational symmetry. The resulting incommensurate SDW order is characterized by the emergence of Goldstone-like longitudinal fluctuations, phasons. Recent discussion of some aspects of this physics can be found in Ref. 38 .
Next-nearest chains cone order
The above SDW-only arguments, however, do not take into account a possibility of a cone-like interaction between more distant chains. Even though such interactions are absent from the lattice Hamiltonian (1), they can (and will) be generated by quantum fluctuations at low energies, as long as they remain consistent with symmetries of the lattice model 10 . The simplest of such interactions is given by the transverse inter-chain interaction between the next-neighbor (NN) chains H NN , see Appendix B for the detailed derivation,
This is an indirect exchange, mediated by an intermediate chain (y + 1), and therefore its exchange coupling can be estimated as 2πvG θ ∼ (J ) 2 /(2πv) J . However the scaling dimension of this term (≈ 1 without the magnetic field) is the same as of the original cone interaction H cone and thus G θ is expected to grow exponentially fast. Importantly, H NN is free of the DM-induced oscillations because DM vectors D on chains y and (y + 2) point in the same direction. That is, fieldsθ y andθ y+2 co-rotate. This basic physical reason makes H NN a legitimate candidate for fluctuation-generated interchain exchange interaction of the cone kind. Calculation in Appendix B gives the NN coupling constant
which depends on magnetic field via scaling dimension ∆ 1 . At low fields ∆ 1 ≈ 1/2 and f (1/2) ≈ 1. Observe that G θ describes ferromagnetic interaction and, contrary to naive perturbation theory expectation, has significant magnitude:
When G θ reaches strong coupling first, theθ configuration is uniform,θ y =θ y+2 =θ ν=e/o , where index ν = e for even y and ν = o for odd y values and in general θ e =θ o . At this level of approximation subsystems of even and odd chains decouple from each other. The obtained coneNN order is incommensurate,
The described situation is actually very similar to one discussed in Ref. 31 , see section IV there, where spins in the neighboring layers are found to counter-rotate, due to oppositely oriented DM vectors, and are not correlated with each other. By a simple manipulation this spin ordering can also be represented as
Expressions inside curly brackets represent orthogonal unit vectors which are obtained from the orthogonal pair (x, y) by the chain-parity dependent rotation by angle ± √ 2πθ ν . The magnitude of the coneNN order parameter is shown in Appendix F, Figure 28 , for a particular experimentally relevant ratio of J /J.
Competition between SDW and cone/coneNN orders
Quantitative description of the competition between SDW and cone orders within RG framework represents a very difficult task. This basically has to do with the fact that RG is not well suited for describing oscillating perturbations such as (19) and (18) . It is quite good at extracting the essential physics of the slow-and fastoscillation limits, as described in sections IV B and IV C 2 above, but is not particularly useful in describing the intermediate regime D ∼ J in which the change from one behavior to the another takes place (see Ref. 19 for the example of the RG study of the much simpler problem of a single spin-1/2 chain in the magnetic field).
Applied to the cone-SDW competition, one needs to compare effects due to the DM-induced oscillations with those due to the magnetic field induced ones. Given that magnetic field makes cone terms more relevant and SDW ones less relevant, one can anticipate that even if the DM interaction is strong enough to destroy the cone phase in small magnetic field, the cone can still prevail over the SDW phase at higher fields. Chain mean field approximation, described in the next section (and also in more details in Appendix C) indeed shows that the critical D/J ratio required for suppressing the cone phase increases with magnetization M . Nonetheless, the ratio D/J is bounded: there exists sufficiently large D (still of the order J ) above which the cone order becomes impossible for any M .
For D greater than that we need to examine competition between H sdw and H NN . Approximating A as 1/2 here (see Ref. 39 , transverse normalization factor A 3 is close to 1/2 at small magnetization), we observe that |G θ | is about J /(4D) times smaller than g z . However, in the presence of magnetic field G θ becomes more relevant in RG sense (similar to its frustrated 'parent' g θ ), and grows much faster than SDW interaction g z , which becomes less relevant with magnetic field. Therefore there should be a range of J /D such that G θ ( ) can compete with g z ( ).
Such an example is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , D/J ∼ 1 there. Fig. 5 shows RG flow in low magnetic field h z /D = 0.005, when g z grows faster than |G θ |, resulting in the SDW state. However, in higher magnetic field h z /D = 5, which is still rather low in comparison with J, G θ turns to be the most relevant coupling constant. Hence the ground state changes to the coneNN one.
Details of this competition depend strongly on the magnitude of the magnetic field. At low field h ≤ h c−ic SDW is commensurate, while at higher field h ≥ h c−ic it turns incommensurate. Calculations reported in Appendix C find that h c−ic ≈ 1.4J which is sufficiently small value (the corresponding magnetization is very small as well,
, especially in the most interesting to us regime of strong DM, D J . Given that the critical temperature of the incommensurate SDW order is lower than that of the commensurate one, see Fig. 22 , the SDW-coneNN competition is most pronounced in the h ≥ h c−ic limit, on which we mostly focus in the section V below.
V. CHAIN MEAN-FIELD CALCULATION
A more quantitative way to characterize DM-induced competition, described in the previous section with the help of qualitative RG arguments, is provided by the chain mean-field (CMF) approximation 31 which allows one to calculate and compare critical temperatures for different magnetic instabilities. The instability with maximal T c is assumed to describe the actual magnetic order. This calculation enables us to directly compare the resulting critical temperature of the dominant instability to the experimental lambda peak in heat capacity measurements 12 and therefore to directly compare experimental and theoretical h−T phase diagrams. It provides one with a reasonable way to estimate the inter-chain ex- change J of the material, as we describe in Appendix E. It also allows for a straightforward calculation of the microscopic order parameters, see Appendix F .
In applying CMF to our model, there are three interchain interactions in Eqns. (19) and (27) that need to be compared,
In accordance with the discussion in the end of the previous section IV A we focus here on the h ≥ h c−ic regime and neglect oscillating termg φ in H sdw . The amplitudes are
CMF is designed for the analysis of the relevant perturbations and does not account for the marginal interactions, such as Eq. (18), directly. However much of their effects can still be captured by adopting a more precise expression for the staggered magnetization, which encodes magnetic field dependence of the scaling dimensions of transverse and longitudinal components via simple generalization of (8) , Here the magnetic field dependence of the scaling dimensions of transverse and longitudinal components of N is contained in the parameter β = 2πR, which in turn is related to the exactly known "compactification radius" R in the sine-Gordon (SG) model. At zero magnetization M = h = 0, the SU(2) invariant Heisenberg chain has 2πR 2 = 1. In magnetic field, β and R decrease toward the limit 2πR 2 = 1/2 as the chain approaches full polarization. The amplitudes A 1 and A 3 have been determined numerically 40 . Calculation of T c is standard and well-documented in Ref. 31 , additional details are provided in Appendix C.
For weak DM interaction, we compare the ordering temperatures of H cone and H sdw , and the T c for each state as a function of magnetization M is shown in Fig. 7 . For chosen parameters, critical temperature of the cone is always above that of the SDW, therefore the ground state is cone, in agreement with the RG analysis in Sec. IV B. As magnetization increases, the transverse correlations are enhanced, and longitudinal ones are suppressed, resulting in a greater separation between the two critical temperatures. At larger magnetization, T cone also decreases, basically due to the Zeeman effect -spins align more along the direction of the magnetic field, thereby reducing the magnitude of the transverse spin component.
Increasing DM interaction frustrates H cone until, at some critical D/J value, its mean-field solution disappears completely, signifying the impossibility of the standard cone state. This feature is described in much details in Appendices C and D. Figure 8 illustrates it.
With the cone state out of the picture, we now need to consider the transverse NN-chain coupling H NN and its competition with the SDW state as magnetization increases from 0 to the saturation at M = 0.5. The result is shown in Fig. 9 . In a small magnetic field (when M ≈ h/(2πv)), T sdw is above T coneNN . As magnetization increases, the scaling dimensions get modified, and the two curves intersect, which indicates a phase transition from the SDW to the cone-NN phase. This result is fully consistent with our qualitative RG analysis in Sec. IV C.
VI. ORTHOGONAL CONFIGURATION, h ⊥ D
When h ⊥ D, the system Hamiltonian is described by Eq. (10) with h x = h, and h z = 0. In order to treat both vector perturbations, h and D, equally, we perform a chiral rotation of spin currents about theŷ axis,
where M R/L is spin current in the rotated frame, and R is the rotation matrix,
The general form of chiral rotation angles θ R/L can be found in references 16, 17 . Here we apply it to our special h ⊥ D case, which gives
(37) The staggered nature of DM interaction is reflected in the y-dependence of the rotation angle θ R/L , via that of θ This distortion is caused by magnetic field, the stronger the field the bigger the distortion. The opposite sense of spin precession in the neighboring chains is due to the staggered DM interaction.
Here and below abelian fields in the rotated frame are denoted as (ϕ y , ϑ y ) and spin current M R/L is expressed in terms of them in the same way as J R/L is in terms of original pair (φ y , θ y ) used for the h D configuration in Sec. IV.
We see that in the rotated frame the spins are subject to an effective magnetic field h eff = √ D 2 + h 2 along z axis. The fact that D and h terms are treated equally here represents the major technical advantage of the chiral rotation transformation (35) . Importantly, h eff is finite once D = 0, implying the presence of some oscillating terms in the Hamiltonian even in the absence of external magnetic field. Being linear in derivative of ϕ y , the term (38) is easily absorbed into H 0 , similar to what was done in (15) . The parameters of this shift are
Observe that no shift of ϑ is required here. The chiral rotation also transforms expressions for backscattering and inter-chain interactions, which we analyze next.
A. Backscattering H bs Rotation (35) of spin currents transforms backscattering Hamiltonian in (10) into where a = x, y, z and,
Here 2θ (37) . The subsequent shift of ϕ, which eliminates linear term (38) ,
produces the end result
where
B. Interchain interaction Hinter
Under the rotation (35) the staggered magnetization N y in the original frame transforms, in terms of that in the rotated frame, N y , as follows
is the dimerization operator in the rotated frame (while
y ] is the dimerization in the original frame, see Appendix A). Observe that due to (37) sin θ y 0 actually oscillates in sign with the chain index y. According to (8) , Inter-chain interaction in terms of rotated operators reads
The interchain couplings are
Two terms in (48), namely g z and g E ones, are expressed in terms of ϕ field and therefore contain oscillating with position x parts. In order to keep the presentation simple, we refrain here from writing this dependence out explicitly. Beyond the oscillating RG scale ϕ = − ln[a 0 t ϕ ], introduced in Section VI C below, these two terms combine into
Interchain interactions (48) (terms with g x/y ) and (50) are the most relevant perturbations. Three parts of the inter-chain Hamiltonian (namely g x , g y and g ϕ1 terms) and the ordered states they induce are summarized in Table III .
As discussed previously, Eq. (38), as well as its consequence, Eq.(50), implies an effective magnetic field along z in the rotated frame. Recalling the effect of the magnetic field on the scaling dimensions of various operators, which was discussed in Sec. IV and V, we must conclude that this magnetic field will suppress the longitudinal ordering and enhance transverse ones. Therefore we expect g x,y terms in (48) to be more relevant than g ϕ1 one. 
The interchain interaction (48) changes as
Similar to discussion around Eq. (23) for the h D case, here too magnetic field induced oscillations e itϕx become prominent beyond the RG scale
We find that for sufficiently strong DM interaction, approximately D/J > 0.01, the oscillating scale is shorter than the interchain one, l ϕ < l inter . This means that the RG flow consists of two stages, 0 < l < l ϕ and l ϕ < l < l inter . During the first stage, 0 < l < l ϕ , full set of RG equations (51) and (52) needs to be analyzed. At this stage all of the couplings remain small. During the second stage, for l > l ϕ , strong oscillations in H A , H B , see (44) , and in the 'oscillating part' of (48) lead to the disappearance of these terms. Setting y A (l) = 0 and y B (l) = 0 reduces backscattering RG to the KosterlitzThouless (KT) equations
analytic solution of which is illustrated in Fig. 3 . At the Table IV are present in low magnetic field. The inset shows region V appearing when the ratio hx/D increases to about 50, which indicates a phase transition from SDW(z) to SDW(y).
same time, interchain RG reduces to
Initial conditions for y C , y σ and g ϕ1 at the start of the 2nd RG stage are
D. Types of two-dimensional order
In h ⊥ D configuration, three competing interchain interactions g x,y,ϕ1 lead to three kinds of two-dimensional magnetic orders. When g x (or g y ) is the most relevant coupling, one needs to minimize N 1) y between chains. In terms of ϑ y , this order is described by a simple ϑ y = π/2(y + 1/2) (correspondingly, ϑ y = π/2y) in the case of g x (correspondingly, g y ) relevance. The resulting spin ordering is of commensurate SDW kind, which, according to (45) , can be more informatively described as SDW(z) (correspondingly, SDW(y)) order when the coupling g x (correspondingly, g y ) is the most relevant one: Note that uniform magnetization is along the direction of the external magnetic field h x , see (10) , while the antiferromagnetically ordered component is orthogonal to it. As noted at the end of section VI B, in the rotated frame effective field h eff makes g x,y inter-chain interactions more relevant by reducing their scaling dimensions. Therefore, we expect that the critical temperatures of SDW(z) and SDW(y) orders will vary with magnetization M similarly to that of the cone and coneNN phases, see for example T coneNN (M ) in Fig. 9 , which is indeed in semi-quantitative agreement with the experiment 14 . Correspondingly, the magnetization dependence of the orders parameters Ψ sdw(z,y) in (57), for a fixed J /J, should look similar to that of cone and coneNN orders in Appendix F.
When the most relevant coupling is g ϕ1 , minimization of (50) leads to ϕ y = π/2y +φ so that the spin order is given by the incommensurate distorted-cone in the x − y plane
N x/y components of the staggered magnetization form an ellipse. We used (37) in deriving this expression. Notice that the spin pattern (58) represents a rotated, by the chain-dependent angle, and then elliptically distorted version of the coneNN state (31).
E. Distinguishing the most relevant interaction
The above Eq. (55) shows that the flow of inter-chain interactions is controlled by the signs of marginal couplings y C and y σ , and their relative magnitude, which are determined by the initial condition in Eq. (41) as well as by their subsequent 1st stage flow. Given that DM-induced anisotropy λ is very small, the effect of the 1st stage RG flow reduces to the overall renormalization of the value of g bs . This really is a direct consequence of the assumed near-SU(2) symmetry of the backscattering Hamiltonian (44), which, in the absence of the field h eff (which is the essence of the 1st stage RG where oscillating factors do not play any role, therefore e itϕx → 1), is just a rotated version of the marginally-irrelevant interaction of spin currents g bs J R · J L . Therefore the main effect of the 1st stage consists in the renormalization
for the discussion of a similar situation.
Thus, initial values of backscattering couplings for the 2nd stage of the RG are
Finite h eff (39) breaks spin-rotational symmetry and forces couplings y C,σ off the marginal diagonal directions in Fig. 3 . Note that situations with significant λ ∼ O(1), such as shown in generalized phase diagrams in Fig. 15 , requires separate analysis with explicit numerical solution of the 1st stage equations (51) . Noting that cos[2θ Table IV which shows which interchain orders are promoted in different regions. Several examples of y C (0), y σ (0), and C vs. h/D, for three different values of λ, are shown as Fig. 11, 12, 13 .
Practically, λ ∼ 10 −4 is very small, like in Fig. 11 . In low magnetic field one observes regions II, III and IV, all of which result in the two-dimensional commensurate SDW order along DM vector (ẑ). At large h/D values (> 50, see the inset in the same figure) , the region V appears, leading to a commensurate SDW order alonĝ y-axis, orthogonal to the DM vector. This indicates a spin-flop phase transition where spins change their direction suddenly. The actual value of the corresponding critical magnetic field h flop does not have to be very high, and is experimentally accessible for most material. For instance, for D = 0.01J we get h flop ∼ 50D = 0.5J.
In Fig. 12 , all 5 different regions are present, and we expect two phase transitions to be present. As magnetic field increases from zero the system transits from the distorted-cone to the SDW(z), and then to the SDW(y). However, small initial value of g ϕ1 ∝ cos 2 [θ y 0 ] ∼ h 2 /D 2 at low field prevents it from reaching strong coupling limit. Instead, coupling g x gets there first. As a result, the distorted-cone phase is not realized at low magnetic field. This feature of the RG flow is evident in the phase diagrams in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 , in which the distorted-cone state is present only in the strong DM limit of D ∼ O(1). We therefore conclude that the distorted-cone phase is unlikely to realize in real materials with small D/J ratio.
F. Phase diagram
The ground state of the two-dimensional system is determined by the fastest growing coupling constant of (55). For λ not vanishingly small (practically, for λ > 0.01) we numerically solve both the 1st step, Eq. (51), (52) , and the 2nd step, Eq. (54) and (55) as an independent parameter, there is a phase transition from SDW(z) to SDW(y) at large ratio of h x /D, and the line separating the two states tends to be horizontal as h x /D → ∞. The distorted-cone state appears only at unrealistically large λ. It transforms to SDW(y) at h x /D 1.5, for any λ > 1. This can be understood from Eq. (59) and Table IV : in order to change the sign of y C (0) and y σ (0) at the same time, one needs 1+λ > 2/λ, which implies λ > 1. The distorted-cone-SDW(y) transition is of incommensurate-commensurate kind in agreement with the classical analysis prediction in Ref. 17 .
It is easy to see that stronger DM interaction leads to a more stable SDW(z). Indeed, stronger DMI shortens the RG scale l ϕ thereby extending the 2nd stage RG flow which favors g x process.
Using the relation λ = c D 2 /J 2 , with c = (2 √ 2v/g bs ) 2 , we are now in position to calculate the physical h − D phase diagram -the result is presented in Fig. 15 . The boundary between SDW(y) and distortedcone is linear with h x /D 1.5, which corresponds to the vertical boundary in Fig. 14 . The line separating SDW(z) and SDW(y) phases is determined by the condition g y (l) = g x (l), which leads to [cos θ Ref. 41 .) Typical flows of coupling constants for each of the phases in Fig. 15 are shown in Fig. 16, 17, 18 .
VII. DISCUSSION
Many of recent revolutionary developments in condensed matter physics, ranging from ferroelectrics 42 to spintronics 43 to topological quantum phases [44] [45] [46] , are associated with strong spin-orbit interactions. Even when not particularly strong, spin-orbit coupling is seen to control important aspects of low-energy physics of systems such as α− and κ−phase BEDT-TTF and BEDT-TSF organic salts, which are made of light C, S, and H atoms 47 . Our study adds a new physically-motivated model to this fast growing list: a quasi-2d (or 3d) system of weakly coupled antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin-1/2 chains subject to the uniform but staggered between chains Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction.
A. Experimental implications
The obtained T − vs − M (h) phase diagrams in Fig. 7 and Fig. 9 have striking resemblance with the experimentally determined, via specific heat measurements 12 , phase diagrams of chain materials K 2 CuSO 4 Cl 2 and K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 , respectively. The first of this is interpreted as a weak-DM material with (D/J ) Cl = 1.3, see Appendix E, in which the only magnetic order is of the standard cone type.
The Br-based material is more interesting and exhibits a low-field phase transition between two different orders of experimentally-yet-unknown nature. Interaction parameters for this material have been estimated experimentally 12 to be J = 20.5 K, and D = 0.28 K. Fitting zero-field T c of this material to that of the commensurate SDW order gives us J = 0.09 K, see Appendix E for more details. Therefore (D/J ) Br ≈ 3.1, which places K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 in the intermediate-DM range. Fig. 19 shows that D/J = 3.1 is strong enough to suppress cone ordering at small magnetic fields, but nonetheless is not sufficiently strong to prevent the cone phase from emerging at slightly greater magnetic field. Analysis in Appendix E shows that for this particular value of D/J one encounters three quantum phase transitions in the narrow interval of magnetization 0 ≤ M ≤ 0.025: commensurate-incommensurate SDW, incommensurate SDW to coneNN, and finally coneNN to the commensurate cone phase. The cone gets stabilized above M = 0.025, see Fig. 24 . This rapid progression of phase transitions is not seen in the experiment 12 . There, rather, a single transition at B Br = 0.1T is observed, although it must be said that the commensurate-incommensurate SDW may be just too difficult to identify. Converting the observed field magnitude to energy units, via h Br = gµ B B Br /k B = 0.134 K, we estimate the corresponding magnetization value as M Br = h Br /(2πv) = h Br /(π marized graphically in Fig. 19 , shows that the region of D/J ≈ 3 is particularly tricky. Small, order of 5%−10% changes, in J and D can significantly affect the ratio D/J and lead to dramatically different predictions for the phase composition at small magnetization. Specifically, increasing D/J to 4 eliminates the cone phase from the competition completely as now one observes only C-IC SDW and SDW-to-coneNN transitions, in a much closer qualitative agreement with the experiment. Given significant uncertainties in parameter values of K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 , a more quantitative description of the full experimental situation is not possible at the moment.
We hope that our detailed investigation will prompt further experimental studies of these interesting compounds, in particular in the less studied so far h ⊥ D configuration, and will shed more light on the intricate interplay between the magnetic field, DM and inter-chain interactions present in this interesting class of quasi-one-dimensional materials. It is interesting to note that unique geometry of DM interactions makes K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 somewhat similar to the honeycomb iridate material Li 2 IrO 3 an incommensurate magnetic order of which is characterized by unusual counter-rotating spirals on neighboring sublattices 48, 49 .
B. Summary and future directions
We have systematically investigated complicated interplay of DM interaction and external magnetic field, applied either along or perpendicular to DM vector D = Dẑ. Combining techniques of bosonization, renormalizaion group and chain mean-field theory, we are able to identify the phase diagram of the system. In all considered cases the ground state is determined by the interchain interaction, which is however strongly affected by the chain backscattering, which in turn is very sensitive to the mutual orientation of D and h.
In h D configuration the phase diagram is strongly depended on the ratio D/J . For weak DM interaction, D < 1.9J , there is only a single cone phase, with spins spiraling in the plane perpendicular to D. Strong DM interaction is found to promote the collinear SDW state. The basic reason for this is strong frustration of the interchain cone channel, caused by the opposite sense of rotation of spins in neighboring chains (which, in turn, is caused by the opposite directions of the DM vectors in the neighboring chains). As a result, the transverse cone ordering is strongly frustrated and the less-relevant SDW state gets stabilized. However, the SDW is the ground state only in a very low magnetic field. Increasing the magnetic field upto critical value h c ∼ J , we find a (most likely, discontinuous) phase transition from the incommensurate SDW state to the coneNN state which is driven by the fluctuation-generated cone-type interaction between the next-neighbor (NN) chains. These RG-based arguments are fully supported by the chain mean field calculations.
For h ⊥ D, we find two distinct SDW states in the plane normal to the magnetic field in the experimentally relevant limit of not too strong DM interaction, D J. Since none of these states is a lower-symmetry version of the other, the phase transition between the different SDWs is of spin-flop kind, and is expected to be of the first-order. The transition field h c ∼ 0.23πJ is (almost) independent of D. In the limit of D ∼ J (impractical for the experiment), there is also a "distorted-cone" state in which spins rotate in the plane normal to vector D, see Figure 15 . We have carried out two-stage RG calculations and determined the λ − h/D and h − D phase diagrams for this geometry numerically.
All of the obtained results are based on perturbative calculations, framed in either RG or CMF language. The complete consistency between these two techniques observed in our work provides strong support in favor of its validity. Nonetheless, an independent check of the presented arguments is highly desired. We hope our work will stimulate numerical studies of this interesting problem along the lines of quantum Monte-Carlo studies in Refs. 34 and 35. In concluding, we would like to mention potential relevance of our model to the currently popular coupled-wire approach to (mostly chiral) spin liquids [50] [51] [52] . The essence of this approach consists in devising interchain interactions in such a way as to suppress all interchain couplings between the relevant, in RG sense, degrees of freedom (such as staggered magnetization and dimerization). The remaining marginal interactions of current-current kind then conspire to produce gapped chiral phase with gapless chiral excitations on the edges. Staggered DM inter-actions of the kind considered here are, as we have shown, actually quite effective in removing N + y N − y+1 terms. At the same time, the remaining interchain SDW term grows progressively less relevant as magnetic field is increased towards the saturation value. Provided that one finds way to suppress fluctuation-generated relevant coneNN like couplings between more distant chains, described in Section IV C 2, one can hope to be able to destabilize weak SDW long-ranged magnetic order with the help of additional weak interactions (of yet unknown kind) and drive the system into a two-dimensional spin liquid phase.
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Appendix A: Operator product expansion (OPE) and perturbative RG
We have a set of operators O i (x) in the perturbation Eq. (18) and (19) ,
, where a = x, y, z. Product of any two operators can be replaced by a series of terms involving operators of the same set,
This identity is known as the operator product expansion (OPE) 37 , it tells us how different operators fuse with another. In our case, the fusion rules of spin currents J R/L , staggered magnetization N and dimerization ξ are 53 ,
.
It can be shown that the coefficients C k ij , which are known as structure constants of the OPE, fix the quadratic terms in the RG (renormalization group) flow of coupling constants, specifically,
∆ k is the scaling dimension of the coupling term, which in the zero field limit is 2 and 1 for J yR ·J yL and N y ·N y+1 coupling terms, correspondingly.
Here, we provide an example of applying OPE and RG to g x N x y N x y+1 term in our inter-chain Hamiltonian (19) . In perturbative RG, there is a term,
Here,we have applied the OPE in the first step. In the second line (X, vT ) are the center of mass coordinates, while x → x − x and τ → τ − τ are the relative ones. The correction δg x is given by the integral over RG shell from a to a = e δ l,
The first 2 comes from two neighboring chain, the second 2 is due to there are two equivalent term as Eq. (A4) when one does perturbative expansion. This is equivalent to
The other two terms which give complete the RG equation (A6) are similar as Eq. (A4), and they are proportional to,
(A8) In the end the complete RG equations for g x is,
The minus sign of last two terms are from the Levi-Civita epsilon in the fusion rules (A2).
Then the RG equations of all the perturbation terms in Hamiltonian (17) are,
With y x (0) = y y (0) (see (21)), we have y x (l) = y y (l) and g x (l) = g y (l). Therefore, Eq. (A10) reduces to,
Here g θ and y B are defined in Eq. (20) . Marginal couplings y z,B grows much slower than g θ,z , so that we can approximate (A11) by replacing y z,B with their initial values,
(A12) With g bs , λ > 0, we see g θ grows faster than g z .
Appendix B: Generation of next-neighbor (NN) chain coupling
Starting from interaction H cone in Eq. (19) we obtain the partition function Z θ as
where, S 0 and Z 0 are the action and partition function of independent spin chains. We expand Z θ in power of H cone to the second order,
The first order term contributes nothing to the nextneighbor (NN) chain coupling. We are interested in the second-order term which reads
in terms of which the inter-chain Hamiltonian reads
The terms which produce interaction between nextnearest chains can then be written as
Rewrite the expression in the integral,
Now we integrate out fieldθ y+1 from the intermediate (y + 1)'s chain in S (2) , only µ = ν produces finite contribution,
Here the (y + 1)'s chain correlation function
where K = 2π/β 2 , K = 1 in the absence of magnetic field, and r 1/2 = (x 1/2 , vτ 1/2 ), is the coordinates in space-time.
Switch to the center of mass and relative coordinates, R = (r 1 +r 2 )/2, r = r 1 −r 2 , y = vτ , thenθ y (r 1 ) =θ y (R+r/2) θ y (R), and
here ∆ 1 = 1/(2K) is the scaling dimension of N ± , which depends on magnetic field as shown in Table. II. The integral over relative (x, y) coordinates is easy to evaluate Re-exponentiating this term we obtain the desired effective action describing interaction between next-nearest chains. Using N
, we can read off the coupling for Eq. (27) ,
Here, f (∆ 1 ), as a function of ∆ 1 , starts from 1 as the field increases from zero, when the scaling dimension ∆ 1 is 1/2.
Appendix C: Critical temperature by chain mean field (CMF) approximation
Chain mean field (CMF) approximation consists in replacing the interchain interaction 31 by the self-consistent single-chain model
where Ψ stands for the expectation value of the staggered magnetization
Therefore the Hamiltonian of the system reduces to the sum of independent sine-Gordon models
where factor of 2 arises from coupling to the two neighboring chains. To determine the critical temperature, we expand partition function corresponding to the Hamiltonian (C3) to the first order in Ψ and arrive at the selfconsistent condition for Ψ = 0, which is
where χ(q, ω n ; T ) is momentum and frequency dependent susceptibility at finite temperature T . Depending on the type of the order we consider, the operator O stands for
Scaling dimensions are listed in Table. II, ∆ 1 = πR 2 and ∆ 2 = π/β 2 . Now we examine the ordering temperatures of each interaction in Eq. (19) and (27) 
and for cone order
Here, ∆ is either ∆ 1 or ∆ 2 . The second term in the bracket of Eq. (C6) removes the non-physical divergence in the limit ∆ → 1 near the saturation field. A similar compensating term is not needed in Eq. (C7) because there ∆ ≈ 1/2.
Cone order
Consider first the cone order in finite temperature, and its Hamiltonian is given by first line in Eq. (32),
with c 1 = J A 2 3 . We apply position-dependent shift tõ θ field to remove the oscillation and change the overall sign,θ
Next we apply CMF approximation
where Ψ 1 = cos(βθ y ) . Susceptibilities of the original fieldθ and shifted fieldθ are related by
Using (C7) and (C4) the ordering temperature for this cone state T cone is obtained as
with
3 /(2πv), and
Plots of T cone for system with weak DM interaction and in the presence of magnetic field are shown as the green curves in Fig. 7 and 8 . Fig. 8 shows that increasing D suppresses cone state. When D/J is bigger than a critical value, the solution of T cone starts to disappear. We can estimate critical D/J ratio by rearranging (C12) as
The scaling of D/J with the v/J ratio obtained here matches that in (D4), which is obtained via a different, commensurate-incommensurate based, reasoning in Appendix D. The right side of Eq. (C13) for relatively low field is shown in Fig. 21 , where we set v = πJ/2, and A 3 1/2, so that ∆ 1 is the only parameter dependent on field. The magnetization dependence of ∆ 1 = πR 2 appears via M -dependence of the compactification radius
where M 0 = 8/(πe) and the limit of small magnetization M is assumed. Therefore, Fig. 21 shows that the critical D increases with field: critical D/J ≈ 1.9 at ∆ 1 = 0.5, which corresponds to M = 0, but increases to ≈ 2.75 at ∆ 1 = 0.45, which corresponds to M ≈ 0.0065, according to (C14). Note that this corresponds to a rather small magnetic field h = 2πvM ≈ 2 M J = 0.064J on the scale of the chain exchange J. Therefore material with D = 2.75J will be in the longitudinal SDW phase at zero magnetic field but transitions, in a discontinuous fashion, to the commensurate cone phase in a small, but finite, magnetic field. This behavior seems to correspond to the case of K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 , as we describe in Appendix E.
Importantly, the right-hand-side of (C13) is bounded by the absolute maximum which is a weak function of the J /J ratio. For J /J = 0.004, chosen in Fig. 21 , that maximum value is approximately 6.5. Therefore for the material with D/J ≥ 6.5 the cone phase does not realize at all -the remaining competition is between the SDW phase, which prevails at small magnetization, and the cone-NN phase which emerges at higher M , as is discussed in Section IV C.
SDW order
As discussed in Section IV C, the SDW order is commensurate for h < h c−ic and becomes incommensurate in higher fields. In the commensurate case we have
and applying the CMF approximation, (C15) transforms into
where Ψ 2 = cos 2π βφ y . In complete similarity with (C12), the shift produces wave vector q 0 = t φ which strongly affects the critical temperature of the commensurate SDW state
Here
Similar to the case of the cone ordering, the solution of (C18) exists as long as h < h c−ic . If one estimates the right-hand side of (C18) by its h = 0 value when ∆ 2 = 1/2, then one obtains that h c−ic = 1.9J . This is because equations (C12) and (C18) are identical in the limit of small magnetic field when ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 = 1/2. Solving (C18) numerically, which accounts for the magnetic field dependence of the scaling dimension (∆ 2 increases with the field, which means that SDW order weakens), results in a smaller critical field h c−ic ≈ 1.4J as Fig. 22 shows.
For h > h c−ic we consider incommensurate SDW Hamiltonian of which differs from (C15) by the absence of oscillatory term. This, of course, is equivalent to neglectingg φ in H sdw in (19) . Therefore now
Here we shiftφ →φ y + βy/2 which changes the sign of H sdw . The CMF approximation then leads to
where the susceptibility in given by Eq. (C6). The ordering temperature of the incommensurate SDW order is function of Ref. 55 to fit the uniform magnetic susceptibility data as well as by fitting the inelastic neutron scattering continuum, a unique feature of the Heisenberg spin-1/2 chain, to the Müller ansatz 56 . DM vector D has been measured by electron spin resonance (ESR) as described in Sec. II B. However the inter-chain exchange interaction J has been estimated from the chain meanfield theory fit based on Monte-Carlo improved study in Ref. 35 . This fit, however, completely neglects crucial for understanding of these materials DM interactions and, moreover, assumes that spin chains form simple nonfrustrated cubic structure. The second assumption is not justified as well. Inelastic neutron scattering data show that the interchain exchange between spin chains in the a−b plane is at least an order of magnitude stronger than that along the c-axis, connecting different a − b planes. As a result, it is more appropriate to consider the current problem as two-dimensional whereby spin chains, running along the a-axis, interact weakly via J J directed along the b-axis. This is the geometry assumed in the present work.
The inter-chain J is estimated from the value of the zero-field critical temperature T c , which is calculated with the help of the chain mean field (CMF) approximation in Appendix C. At h = 0, and using ∆ 1 = 1/2 and
cone =77 mK is the experimentally determined transition temperature of K 2 CuSO 4 Cl 2 at zero magnetic field and D = 0.11 K. We obtain J Cl = 0.083 K. the previous estimate in Ref. 12 is caused by the assumed by us two-dimensional geometry of the system and by the finite value of D/J = 1.3 for this system, which slightly frustrates transverse inter-chain exchange.
For K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 , which is characterized by strong DM interaction, the value of the interchain exchange J can be estimated by identifying the zero-field ordering temperature T exp = 0.1 K 12 with that of the commensurate longitudinal SDW order, Eq.(C18). For h = 0 this gives T sdw−c = A Most important outcome of these calculations consists in finding significantly different estimates of the D/J ratio for the two materials, see Table V . K 2 CuSO 4 Cl 2 is characterized by D/J = 1.3 which is below the critical value of 1.9 which destroys the cone phase at M = 0. As a result, the phase diagram of K 2 CuSO 4 Cl 2 consists of a single cone phase.
To the contrary, K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 has roughly two times greater value, D/J = 3.1, which results in a much more complex sequence of transitions with increasing M , as Fig. 24 shows. The ground state at smallest M ≤ 0.0006 is commensurate SDW which changes into an incommensurate SDW order for 0.0006 ≤ M ≤ 0.018. In the very narrow window 0.018 ≤ M ≤ 0.025 the coneNN order takes over but then is replaced, again discontinuously, by the commensurate cone order. Within the CMF description the coneNN-cone transition is discontinuous. The discontinuity in T c is significant, its value increases by a factor of about 2. This feature is not seen in the experiment and most likely indicates that actual ratios of D/J and J /J for this interesting material are somewhat different from the values estimated by us here.
Importantly, that difference can be quite small. We find that the region of parameters with D ≈ 3J is very tricky, small changes in D/J change the outcome completely. For example, hypothetical material with slightly greater DM interaction, D = 0.4 K so that D/J = 4.4, turns out to be strongly DM-frustrated and does not support the cone phase at any magnetization, as Fig. 25 shows. Such a material would show two different transitions: first, at tiny magnetization of the order of M = 0.0007, the commensurate SDW order changes to the incommensurate one. Then, at much higher magnetization of about M = 0.09, there is a first order transition from the incommensurate SDW to the coneNN phase. This time there is no discontinuity in the T c (M ) but the derivative dT c /dM is discontinuous still.
The multitude of possible behaviors is summarized by phase diagrams in Fig. 19 , which focuses on the small M range, and Fig. 26 , in which the full range of M is explored. In numerically calculating T c 's for these diagrams we set J = 20. magnetization, as has already been seen in Fig. 24 . The "triple point" where three phases intersect is at M 0.02 and D/J 3. Figure 26 accounts for the M dependence of all parameters that appear in the expressions for various T c 's. This is done with the help of numerical data from Ref. 39 in which the smallest magnetization value is 0.02. This, as our discussion above shows, is too big a magnetization for the commensurate SDW state which therefore is absent from Fig. 26 . As discussed previously, the cone order is first enhanced by M , due to the decrease of the corresponding scaling dimension, and then gets suppressed at large magnetization, basically due to the Zeeman effect. It should be noted that our one-dimensional CMF calculations are not valid near the satuation, M → 0.5, where the velocity v of chain spin excitations vanishes to zero. This shortcoming has already been discussed in Ref. 31 .
Once again, Fig. 26 shows that SDW phase is restricted to low magnetization values. Staggered between chains DM interaction is effective in suppressing the commensurate cone phase for all M . For material with strong DM interaction such as D/J > 4.2 (for example the D = 0.4 K material in Fig. 25 ), the commensurate cone phase is entirely avoided as one increases M from zero to saturation.
Appendix F: Order parameter at T = 0 by CMF Here we propose to study the magnetic orders in more details by calculating the associate order parameters, even though experimental attempts to measure them, via neutron scattering and muon-spin spectroscopy, remain inconclusive for now 14 . Our calculation of the order parameters is based on the CMF approximation in Sec. C, where the effective Hamiltonian reduces to a sine-Gordon model 33, 37 as in Eq. (C3), its action reads 
where β = β/ √ 8π, and 
where β 1,2,3 are associated with Ψ 1,2,3 , and Ψ 1 = cos(βθ y ) (defined below Eq. (C10)), Ψ 2 = cos 2π βφ y (defined below Eq. (C17)) and Ψ 3 = cos βθ y . Now we can compute the order parameters for two materials K 2 CuSO 4 Cl 2 and K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 exchange constants of which are estimated in Table V. For K 2 CuSO 4 Cl 2 the only phase to be considered is the cone. Its order parameter Ψ cone
is shown in Fig. 27 . For K 2 CuSO 4 Br 2 two order parameters need to be considered,
and they are shown in Fig. 28 . Observe that the scaling of Ψ's with J /v follows the RG prediction (13) .
Comparing Figures 27 and 28 , we notice the order parameters has smaller magnitude in Br-compound, due to its stronger DM interaction which frustrates the system more. Also, cone-type orders are enhanced by magnetic field, while the SDW order is suppressed by it.
